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Geop olitical graffiti
scars Student Center
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Graff iti artists left a strong geopolitical message on the walls of the Student Center,
but students neversaw it because the building was closed off for immediate cleaning.

By Laur a Pavlenk o
NEWS EDITOE
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"Unfortunately, closing the building had
an opposite effect," said Toman. "People
thought we were trying to cover things up
and rumors started .My philosophy is to never
hide things from students."
"It did cross our minds not to give
gratification to the people who did it," she
said. "The graffiti was a sad thing."
"We weren't trying to be mysterious,"
said Seitzinger. "We were just trying to clean
the place up."
There were no signs of forced entry into
the building, according to John Frechette,
director of Safety and Security. Either the
vandals hid in the building before it was
closed or found a door unlocked .
Despite the "Dear Graffiti People" letter,
Seitzinger said she suspects a single,group of
people was responsible for both acts. "I have
a hunch it was some Colby people," she said.
Toman agreed. "I think the project itself
was done by more than one person. The
stencils show that someone was prepared,"
she said.
The College still does not have any leads
or suspects. Anyone with any information
about the graffiti incident should contact either
the dean of student's office or Safety and
Security ?

Graffiti artists left their mark on the Student
Center lobby last week, with black stencilled
geopolitical slogans and figures. The removal
of the graffiti cost $1000 in student fees.
"I don't know what the desired effect of
the graffiti was,"said Janice Seitzinger, dean
of students. "It was not directed at one group
of people."
Statements like, "The writing on the wall:
Look/Listen/Read/Write/Think/Learn/
Take Action!" and "No compromise in the
Defense of Mother Earth," were written next
to stenciled designs. One design had a figure
with objects in the stomach area that read
"Pro Choice."Another design depicted a head
with the top lopped off near the eyes with
arrows pointing outward as if to suggest
escaping knowledge. This design read
"Apathy sucks, Wake up!"
The stenciled designs and other messages
were accompanied by copies of a laser writerprinted letter glued to the walls and tables of
the Student Center lobby.
The letter said: "Dear Graffiti People:
What do you mean apathetic? I'm a Colby
student and I'm proud of it. I do my
part. I play die, get laid, do dope. I
participated in the sit-in last
Halloween — Jeez, I even recycle.
How's that fpr direct action? You've
got the wrong school butthead.
There's no apathy here! Sincerely, A
Real Colby Student."
The graffiti was discovered by a
Physical Plant worker when he
arrived at work nt 5:30 a.m. last
Thursday, The worker contacted
Safety and Security, who in turn
contacted Gina Toman , assistant
dircctorof student activities, the dean
on duty at the time. A PPD painting
crew began cleaning off the walls at
7:00 a.m.
Tomannnd Physical Plant workers
decided to lock the Student Center to
keep the incident "undercover and
to prevent students from inhaling
toxic fumes from tho paint and
cleaning materials, according to Intricate slcmils suggest that this was not Security photo
an entirely spontaneous act.
Toman.
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Colby's subcommittee on Time,
Mafltter, and Place, part of the Campus
Ca _r_mi_n-ty Committee, discussed a
proposal easier this month which would
allow for the tevkw of coutroVersiai
speakers at Colby.
The proposal comesinresponse to such
controversial speakers as Earnest van den
Haag, who spoke at Colby last November
against the necessity of gay-ri ghts
legislation in Amenca.Concernedthatthe
student handbook contained little or no
goidelines for bringing such controversial
speakers to campus, the subcommittee
drafted a statement which, if approved,
<pi«ld amend the handbook's rules on
campus event s,said Robert McArthur,,vice
president of academic affai rs and dean of
' '
facility;" "
"There is nothing wrong with
controversial speakers/'sajuf Kenneth tee
r94, Mary Low toll president,^Collegeisa
good placetoconf xoritcontroversialideas;
hut I think both sides of the issue should
be di$cu$sed, either by others speakers or
by students, and the ultimate decision
about what speakers attend should he in
the hands of studenlsf
WhiMfte optafeoV<rf tho$ewhospeak
on campusmay not accessary reflect the
views ot the College ot student group
sponsoring the ©vent, thecommitteefelta
system of revieWingcontrOversialspeakers

was necessary. The proposal stresses the
right of free speech and the upholding of
order atcampusevents,bat also states that
the College has the possibility of
".exp loring! the back ground of the
controversy as well as the larger idea*
stttrounding the issue/'
This "opportunity to explore'' could
in volvediscussioi.groupsorpx_kik.orvi.ns
o» the controversialtopic,accordingla the
proposal. It is not clear whether these
explorations should oceurbefore oraftera
speaker attends.
Knowingin advancewhatthe speaker
is capable of saying and the likely
-dnseq/dences of the eveni could Also
influence the possibility of allowing
controversialspeakers,said McArthur.
"We arestriving to maintaina freetange
of debate and also to protect membersof
thecommunif y/'hes-ud-^Weare no t trying
ttr limit speakers, but are_ tryiog to be
responsible about who speaks and place
some safeguard* for students who rroghK
be offended/'
Thotigh the statem ent doesn 't
specifically $fc3te huw speakers couid be
restricted, some worry that the excess red
tape coulddiscouragecertain speakers*
"Some speakersattend on short notice*
If speakers have to attend meetings or
musfbereviewediirst,theymayuoteome/'
said Laura Steinhrink '93,a member of the
Time/ Mattfler-f _&ce_mbcdmmitfe__"Most
$p*akwv chai#e _ni honorarium which is
paid by Student Activities,and if they are
deemed too controversial this moneymay
not be appropriated/"*-!

Governor Moon Beam

Photo by Cina Wertheim
Democratic p residential hop ef ul J erry Brown sp oke las t JFrida y in Lorimer Chap el. Brown was
in Maine to camp a ign before the caucus on Sunday, in which he nearly tied Paul Tsongasf or
first p lace. Brown lost momentum when he f inished f if th in the South Dakota p rimary on
Tuesday.

News Briefs jf
Shootout for MS,
learn about hunger

The second annual Hunger Banquet and the annual MS
Shootout, both events sponsored by Newman Council, will
be held on Sunday, March 1.
Under the theme "A Divided World,"the Hunger Banquet
will teach participants about the "disparity of food
distribution,"according to Bill Higgins '93.5,president of the
Newman Council.
Ten percent of the participants will be served a five-course
meal at the banquet, 30 percent will eat rice with sauce, and
the remaining 60 percent will eat plain rice and sit on the
floor. Participants' menus will be determined by a lottery. A
20-minute film and a discussion on food distribution will
follow dinner.
Over 200 people have alread y signed up for the banquet,
but Higgins said Newman Council can accommodate 300 to
350 in the Student Center. The event is being paid for by
participant 's surrendered meal credit. Any proceeds will go
to local soup kitchens, according to Higgins.
The MS Shootout, an event where partici pants shoot 100
free throws and receive monetary pledges on either a perbasket basis or as a lump sum, will benefit the Maine chapter
of the Multiple Sclerosis Society. If you would like to
partici pate in the Shootout, call Higgins at 465-7363 for a
sponsor sign-up sheet. (LP.)

Deb Cotter doing better

Rumors that Deborah Cotter, the 24 year-old daughter of
President and Mrs. Cotter who suffered a stroke in January,
has taken a turn for the worse and is near death are "not true,
not true, not true," said Earl Smith , dean of the College. In
fact , "the word [on Deborah] keeps getting better and better ,"
said Smith .

Rumors began circulating campus last week for two
reasons. In one case, several people who saw the flag in front
of Miller Library lowered to half-mast assumed that it meant
Cotter had died. The flag had been lowered in honor of James
Carpenter, the former art professor at Colby who died two
weeks ago.
Rumors of Cotter's worsening condition also began
circulating last Thursday after an incident in Dana dining
hall. At lunchtime, Henry "Mr. Colby"Bonsall told students
Cotter wasn't expected to live much longer, then asked that
everyone stand and pray for her in silence for two minutes.
The flag is being lowered to half once again today in honor
of the memorial service being held for Carpenter in Lorimer
Chapel. (CA.)

No sprin g concer t yet

Stu-A is yet to schedule a band for the spring concert,
according to Jon Yormak '93, Stu-A social chair.
Yormak said that Stu-A is considering "The Band" or
"Spinal Tap " depending on who is available and when the
bands are touring.
Another possibility is to schedule two smaller bands such
as "Dominoes" or "The Romantics," with hopes of drawing
more people, but "we'll most likely go with one bi g event,"
said Yormak. (M.H.)

Bowdoin keg confiscated

A keg belonging to Bowdoin hockey fans was confiscated
by Colby Safety and Securityat Saturday's hockey tournament
held at Colby, according to John Frechette, director of Safety
and Security.
Security took notice of the keg when the Bowdoin fans
carried a large trash can full of snow into the stands to
apparently ice the keg. The fans also attempted to carry a
snow fence, normally stored under the bleachers, into the
stands as well, but were stopped by the Bowdoin hockey
manager, according to Frechette.
Other than the keg confiscation , a girlfriend /boy friend
dispute near the library on Saturday nig ht, and a theft of a
pair of boots in Mary Low, "it was a quiet weekend from
[Security 's] end ," said Frechette. (L.P.)
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Get off the Hill for a
I
Real Homecooked Breakfast I

Bonnie's Diner
Breakfast Sandwich fi
Colb y Special
Bacon , Cheese,
2 Eggs , Bacon ,
Tomato, Lettuce ,
Toast, Pancakes,
Homefries & Coffee
Fried Egg
$1.90
$4.50
872-77 12
I
Open Seven Days a Week
J
8
5:30a.m. - 2:00p.m.

Benton Avenue, Winslow
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By Davi<lHoltzman
STAFF WRITER

Debate over thc proposed gender-neutral language
statement*eached a new level during thelastPtesidents'
Councilmeeting, as the powers of Student Association

PresidentJason Soples '93, were called into question.

Scof
t Nv&sbaum"92r Pepper hall president,read a
statement attacking Soules' exercise of his veto power
afte-l theCouftcilVQtedmDe<.eittbe_'tOTe{ecttKege_tdet- i

neutralproposal.
Brought before the Council after approval by the J
Education Policy Committee, the gender-neutral
statement has been altered by several student leaders
and /acuity in an effort to get it passed. To ensure that
students would hear about fhe statement at their hall
meetings, Soules "returned" iheproposalto the dorms.
Nussbaum deemed this action & veto, saying it was
unj ust.
Foss Hall p resident Bet h Flalko '93, also disputed
Soules' action, saying Soules had chosen lo ignore the
student leaders' votes*
"I resent the fact that we are regarded as stup id hall
presidents wh o can 't vote on our own/' shesaidNussbaum charged Soules with taking a vote in
favor of the statement's approval, when in fact the StuA president has no votingpower.
"Ev eryone's looking at what shouldhave been done/'
said Soules. "I decided this statement needed to be
brought to the doims-Iwas supporting the EPC point of
view, but I returned the bill for further discussion , not
because of my personal views/'
"I would say (Soules!acted in an admirable manner,"
said Keith Dupuis '93, president of Johnson Commons.
"Had {the vote in December] not been vetoed, we
wouldn 't have been able to bring this back to the
dorms/'G

Show your Compassion & Support for
People Living With AIDS

Satisf action Guaranteed

TH ULE SKI RA CKS
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Soules' "veto"
power quest ioned

Buy a Pin, T-Shirt or Baseball Cap and the proceeds
will go to the Living With...Group , a national AIDS
awareness campaig n.
Your Purchase helps
The Care pin is a symbol...a symbol MBWWkJ wSmk
*
Thc
Livin8 With...Group
of love and one of concern. It says w8tilmtiSE
J$ffl
Educate
the public about AIDS
you don't have to be infected to be wgS iffl n&jEfiW
^ '
Provide
fund
raising tools for AIDS
has
AIDS"
Love
affected. "Someone I
XfflM&jwraSHp *
service
organizations
is rapidly becoming true for many of
^^ffl HflP^
• Distribute proceeds to fund
^5P
us. no matter what color, nationality,
food, shelter & alternative
gender or sexual persuasion.
therapy programs
As the disease approaches epidemic
proportions all over the world
everybody needs to know
they're not alone.

g STANLEY H.KAPLAN

J fa EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

Colby couple t ies the knot
By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER
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Everyone 's heard those
fr
ightening statistics about the
probability of marrying another
Colby graduate after graduation
but before graduation? And yet
Johan Dowd y '93, and Erika
Christensen '92, seem to be making
it work.
It's a story that even professors
wouldapproveof.The t womet last
January in the Mac Lab. According
to Christensen,their eyes met across
the room and she smiled at him. He
went over to talk to her, then started
to visit her. The two became a couple
soon after , and October, Dowd y
said, "We just said, 'Let's get
married'." So, on January 11, 1992,
in a packed Lorimer Chapel, they
did.
They were married by Dowdy s
father, a minister. "It's one day that
I remember everything that
happened, every step of the day,"
Dowdy said. Even their parents
"M y
seem
to
approve.
grand parents are overjoyed," he
said. "And my parents are happy
too. My mom said to me, 'I trust
your jud gement and if you think
it's the right thing to do then it is.
And I do, and it is."
Only Christensen's mother had
reservations, butErika said she was
only making sure the two weren't
rushing into things.
Obviously, marriage, especiall y
at the college level brings with it
many changes.The first was finding
a p lace to live. Dowd y 's room in the
Mary Low Co-op was bi g enoug h
for a double, so the two went to
Associate Dean of Students Paul
Johnston and asked if Erika could
move in. Though Johnston had no
problem with the proposal,the two
had to write a formal letter to the
deans stating their intentions.
"We're kind of making the rules
because there aren 't any," said
Christensen. "Th ey 've been
extremely receptive," added
Dowd y.
Another big change ha s been
their social life. "You definitel y hav e
to take a new stance on your social
life,"Dowdy said, "I want to spend
all my time with her because she's
my wife. She's my best friend and
something else too. It 's hard to put

SENIOR PLEDGE
Erika Christensen '92, and J ohan Dowdy '93 , on their wedding day.
into words."
"We spend a lot of time together
but we are trying to spend time
with our friends,"said Christensen,
who hoped that the couple's good
friends would understand that, as
newlyweds, they want to be
together most of the time. Both feel
that being married is something
one can't understand until one's
actually married. "All of a sudden
I was married and it was like we
were .in this weird club," said
Christensen.
It's a lot of fun ," said Dowd y.
But it 's not all fun and games;
and both realize that there will be
problems in their future,but Dowd y
sees those differences of opinion as
a good thing and as a part of life he
and Christensen will work out.
"I'm really excited to know that
I'm going to be spending the rest of
my life with him," said Christensen.
"It's a good feeling, and it's secure."
After Christensen graduates,
they plan to move off campus until
Dowd y finishes next year, and are
looking for a house in Waterville.
Duri ng t ha t year, sh e says, "If it's
economicall y feasible I'd like to
work at a Homeless Shelter or Rape
Crisis Center," something with
people. Another possibility is a j ob
at Colby — she doesn't want to
start a career yet because of their
p lans to travel after Dowdy 's
graduation , probabl y to Egypt.
Christensen would like to start

Do you want to be a

COOT Leader next year?
LEADERS' APPLICATIONS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE FOR COOT '92
IN THE STUD ENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE.

Go Pick One Up !
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
FRIDAY, MARCH 13.

a family soon, but will wait until
the two have settled after all the
traveling they intend to do. Dowd y
is the more practical of the two,
citing "economic stability"and their
own "broadened horizons " as
prerequisites for a family. But to
this Christensen responds: "I don't
care about that! I want kids now!"
"I think we can both say that a
year ago today we never thought
we'd be married," said Dowdy.
"Absolutely not ," agreed
Christensen. "Idon't even thinkwe
wanted to be in a relationship."
"But I' m glad I am ," said
Dowdy.
"Me too/'Q

While the initial reaction of many soon-to-be alums may be one of disdain
at being hounded f or cash bef ore they're even out the door ,Senior Pledge 1992
is a worthwhile endeavor in p rincip le and ought not to be brushed off quite
so readily
At Colby we have been receiving since the day wef irst stepp ed on campus.
While a bill of near twenty grand seemsastronomical to most of us,this does
not even f ully cover the cost of our education.Wheredoes the balance come
f rom? You guessed it,from alumni donations.
Some p eople say that while this is well and good, it should not be thrust
in st ud en ts ' f aces so earl y. Yet what better time to recall the benefi ts received
while at Colby (f inancial aid , work stud y, comp uter services, camp us radio,
etc) than while still on camp us?
Sc when you seniors are app roached by a Senior Pled ge rep resentative,
don 't disregard quite so quickly.
Takea minute to ref lect on the p ositiveaspects of your Colby education.
Rememberthat without outside f ina?icial supp ort, either tuition will rise or
certain things will be cut out. Both of these are adverse to the f uturegrowth
and develop ment of the College as a whole.
As the College expands, it will continue to rise in p rominence, making a
Colby degre e that much more valuable. In other words,for a relatively small
amount of money ,you could be making a solid investment in yo ur ownf uture
as well as Colby 's.
Look for the senior p ledge table in the Student Center , March 2-5.
the Senior Pled ge Committee

COUNSELORS

WA N TED

FOR:

XEROX SUMMER INSTI TUTE
AT
COLBY COLLEGE
JUL Y 5- 17

Colby is sponsor ing the Xerox Summer Institute , formerly known
as the Top 5 Institute. The Institute consists of a 2 week program
aimed at providing motivating experiences and s kill workshops for
promising minority sophmore high school students from areas all
over the country. Colby is looking for students of all backgrounds
interested in cou nseling positions for this summer. A stipend w i l l
be provided. The program begins July 5th and ends July 1 7th. The re
w i l l be a brief orientation fo r counselors prior to the start of the
Institute.
This is an ideal p os i t i o n for those who are w i l l i n g to p a r t i c i p a t e
in an academic yet recreational atmosphere. The Institute a l l o w s
you to share your s k i l l s w i t h g i f t e d high school stude nts. You w i l l
be required to plan and implement a c t i v i t i e s and sele cted
workshops , provide t u t o r i a l services , o f f e r emotiona l support , and
be a p o s i t i v e c o l l e g i a t e role model. If you are inte rested .,
appl ications for t hese positio ns can be obtained in the Admissio ns
O f f i c e and in Caree r Services.
If you have any questions , please co ntact Andria McNeal-Smith
(X3479 ) .

Haying a Ball to kelp AIDS
By Amy Keim

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

By Elizabeth Herbert
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Frustrate^ with sel_ »
jpepartedr #ta»<*ardw5ed test
scorn that are oft*»artificially
inflated by othet colleges, the
Colby Admissions Committee
has decided »ofr to releasedata
on t est scores of valeting
shidtenls as part nt a ofte-yea*
tr
ial period.
Packer Beverage, deati of
admissions and financialaid,
¦
ptototy Vitgm Sfyf tf ntM
feels that students looking at
collegesppttonmuciiemphasis ParkerBeverage,dean of
an the test scores listed in Admission? andfina imaf md.
college guides*
"A lol of people take orto behonestand notplaythe
shortcuts and ju st look at the game," said William Cotter,
lists withoutgetting Ihe wbote pfesiden t of the College*'If you
hnnesiiy, you 're
pietttre/'said Beverage."These report
scores weren't <testghed to rate penalised* If you don't report,
insti-utfans.They^reuse-j ilo-ily youare penalized/'
foradnwssions^tangwithothe* Much of the material in the
guidebooksis generated by each"
material."
Some Colby students admit individual cal lege* Mast
th at score ranges in coll ege guidebooks don't take time to
they are
gwide book? inllttenced their investigate the colleges
decision to apply to certain reporting^according to Beverage.
Ba vzrage said that other
schools* "1hated thepiaces [that
dn
't
list
test
scares}/' said coll eges have admitted to
di
Sean McBride '95, "I couldn't inflating the scores through a
get an idea of what kinds of number of methods, such as
reporting the scores of admitted,
students they'd accept",
M ich elle M athai '94, not enrolling, students,
Some schools "will lop off
disagreed with McBride."J just
applied to where I Wanted to*I 'special cases', such as legacies,
don't think the scopesmattered athletes, and international
Students andWill-usethemedian
at all/' she said.
Colby's policy has always- of ihe 'general studenf /" said
been to report all scores on Beverage
"We're stuck with a tough
enrolling students* Since 1988.
average SAT scores for entering di!emma.~.f don't know what if ie
f reshmen h ave been a roun d ramifications [of not reporting
the scores) aw going to be/' he
J2QD.
d,
Sai
"In this competitive
Admissions is studying this
environment/weallwant toptit
out best faces on/' said issue and may decide to require

Beverage.*!don't v.ant Co)by*
reputation to be disadvantaged
by being honest/'
"We are in a dilemma to He

|ust one battery of tests as the
SAT'Sy ACT'S/ or th_ee
achievementteste, according io
BeVeragcQ

DAVE'S
|
BARBERSHOP 1
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

M Corey
Music Center
Everything in
f MUSiC -
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Students meeting to the organize the Charity Ball

OASBS - Deluxe Beach Resort
Best Wester n Plata - Downtown
Maria Del Lourdes - Downtown
i'
Margarita Hotel - Dowtown
Vorano Boat - Beach Resort
Aquamarlna - Beach Resort

•From 8:30-9:00 •
$.25 Drafts $1.00 Well Drinks
• From 9:30-10:30 •'
$.50 Drafts 1.50 Well lDrinks
«From 10:30-Closing«
$.75 Drafts $2J00 Well Drinks
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All Trips Include Seven Nights Accommodations, Round-Trip Airfare,and
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RUENESEiASEMENT
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TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00

Maine currently has the highest
incidents of newly-reported AIDS
cases in New England. And for
women between the ages of twenty
and twenty-nine, Maine has the
highest number of cases of any state
east of New York.
To help provide support for
AIDS victims, the fourth annual
Charity Ball, sponsored by Colby's
student-run Volunteer Center, has
designated Dayspring, an AIDS
support network,as the recipient of
this year's proceeds.
Kim Zimmerman,director of the
Volunteer Center, said the Charity
Ball committee decided upon
Dayspring because "AIDS has
becomean issue people our age can
relate to. Also, there is very little
support in Maine
for those who are
HIV positive or
AIDS—stricken."
Based
. in
. W a t e r v i l l e,
Dayspring, which
has been in
existence for four
years, provides
case management
for peop le who
have the AIDS
virus. Its clients are
given assistance m
finding doctors
and
support
groups/ attaining
drugs, and are
provided with
f i n a n c i a l
assistance if needed. Serving
Central Maine, it provides
educational services to community
schools, often providing panels of
P.W.A's (people with AIDS) along
with doctors, nurses, and family
members of people who have died
of AIDS
Gary Mayo, chairman of the
advisory committee of Dayspring
and board member of the Maine
AIDS Alliance, said that there are
only two paid Dayspring
emp loyees. "The rest of our
organization is run by volunteers,
who range in age from eight to
eighty-two," he said.
"I have admiration for Colby
students. Their commitment and
dedication is unbelievable," said

Mayo,who worked with Tara Estra see more faculty members and
'94, on the Daedalus Project and deans on the attendance list. "I'd
was involved with Colby's like to see the Ball become more of
candleli ght vigil and the Maine a Colby community function," she
Walk '91. Mayo also said he would said.
enthusiastically welcome Colby
The Charity ball profits have
volunteers at Dayspring.
always gone to Maine-based
"It is frightening," he said . organizations. The 1989 and 1990
"People in Maine are naive, and the committee chose a children's
doctors in rural areas are often cancer organization based in
misinformed and misdiagnose Portland,and last year they gave to
patients
who
are
AIDS the Waterville Homeless Shelter.
symptomatic. I know of two cases
The Charity Ball will be held in
where women have had to literally the Student Center on Saturday,
demand the AIDS test."
March 7 from9 p.m.to 1a.m. Tickets
This year'sCharityBall will raise are ten dollars per person and
close to $4,000 for Dayspring,which twenty per couple. Music will be
is not state-funded and relies on provided by the Colb y Jazz
benefits and donations to continue Ensemble. R.S.V.P. by February 28
its services. "There is a huge need to the Student Activities Office.
for money right now, and we are
Anyone
interested
in
actively seeking funds. The volunteering for a period of one
recession has tightened our purse hour during the Ball,should contact
strings considerably," said Mayo.
Kim Zimmerman at X3442, or
This year Zimmerman hopes to Melissa Wilcox at 873-6457.Q
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lowest prices for printing T-sh irts,sweats
on-cam pus convenience
Eicand more...with
Call to order Colby White Mules Hats
Special Tees 24 hours a day, 7 days a week- [
6243

873 -7226

Dana 229

***CONCERT***

f

r

Colby College Chorale

and
the Bates College Choir
Saturday, February 29, 1992 at 8p.m.

Compiled fcy OraigT Ap$*ettmt»m
EDITOR

Lorimer Chapel

_MWIM-_-B»___M*nMD--Bn_a-_M-l^^

Featuring:
Music from England, American
sacred music from the colonial era,

WEIXESLEY COLLEGE
Weltesley,Massaictuisetts

and African-American spirituals.

such
tobe
incident
reportedby Wei tesley Collegesine*She
Areceatha-e^i_-_eo»<!!_-topi-^^
: beginning of -he academic year last September.
Qverthew*efeend<rf^bxi»wy7^fhe woytfe^ps- nawt^le" appearedonthememo l>oard of an Asian
: studentliving in a Wellesley dotmlto-y.The incidentprompted MulticulturalAtfairs Coordinator Ria
I Spencer'9.2, tocaiifer mote Aggressive ideas" on the.part of the College to cot-that what she sawa*a
"mult-colt^raJPbacklasr/'
_f-WellesleJ-Accordingto Spencer Wellesieystudents .lavehecomeincreasingly
^
| idisinferestedin. diversity^ai*d as this Irttwest has decreased,^e nwnbeir of Jj ate brinies on <:aroptt9 ha^
: inct«ased.
H-6 Swo ^arlii-*hate ctim.*-!itivftlved swadtlkasaitttied at Jewish_tt_id6ttta*

***FREE***
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PENNSYLVANIA STATEUNIVERSITY

. ® PORIVIAL

State College Vmnsyhr mw

Ablack reporterfor ttw ttnlversity's st«d€tti newspaper has eome ttnder<ritidsm jeecenflytot writing
a column whkh said "whitt people aredevils*aud that urged black people to arm. themseives.

Designer
Tuxedos
$49-95

Basic Black
Tuxectos
$39.00

T|_ e i^orteivaf^oitsTAtf-terfnrthepapej rf also wroteti-ativhitepeoplecreatedAII>Sas a ^diabolical

plot to *x.ejtmlnai« black peopled University president Joa,b Thomas reprimanded the reporter for
wiaHttga colwnn based o» emotion md tnisinf ormatlon/ and also called theuewspaper's decision to
print the col-Una itrespot»-.ible/">
/y

THE NAME IN FORMAL WEAR
YOU CAN TBUST

//

The paper has received more than 130 letters and dozens of phone calls about the column. N
f

Rent your tux for the Charity Ball
Saturday, March 7, 1992
9p.m.-la.m.
Music by Colby Jazz Ensemble
WATERVILLE - 42 MAIN
873-3044

AYEBITT COLLEGE
Danville, Virginia

y

Recently faculty and stndents at the Virginia college accused administrator,ctt censorshipafter the

©Ifi-ciais canceled a showing of the film Henry and J une on campus-

The film, which contains nudity- strong language, and homosexual encounters, was deemed
by administrators at the Baptist-affiliated school. Ayeritt's
i ^inconsistent with the school's mission*
mission sfoteroen. say* that the college ;'*-d<fcs>ie??OM?3y' it$ Christian heritage ind Values" and that it
"cowcernsitself with botixihe moral and mteltectualdeveKoprwentof its students,*
One -listory professor decided to showth« (iltxidespite thecancellation,"I thi»k wedo our students
a disservicewhen we ignore the*ealworld/"said theprofessor*"Them are peopiewhowonldliketothink
thereis no hnntosexpality*%nt ihereis- so why deny \w*
Anais Nin awd Henry Miller^*wdMiHier's wife Jane,
Mmryand- J medepictstlielives ot ti^e Writers
to receive
the NC-1?rating, whichprohibits people under
Released m WOAi wasone o/lhefirstii^m*
1?years,olxl fronot gaininga<lraissid«;

STREET

Portland - S.Portland - Lewiston - Brunswick - Waterville -Bangor

HARVARDUNIVERSITY
CamMdge,Massachusetts ,

TheMaoly FuddingTheatricalsgrowp at Harvard recentlyselected JodieFoster as its i$92 Wontan of
the Year*
Thegronp
seized
tfmter-^sMe^turnna,w^ aw^tded d trad?tionaJtbta$s ^udd ingJPo^^herpn^^
Foster fax the award because*he bad "confronted important socialissues,*^
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FromNow On, EveryDomino's Pizza®
Is Better Than Ever. TryA Medium With
All YourFavoriteToppings, Now Only
$Q99
More.
Another ForJust $4°°
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J Recycle this Echo. Recycle your shampoo bottles
Recycle cans. Recycle glass. Recycle all papers,
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Hairy tales of Waterville; finding the perfect cut
By Amanda Hallowell
MANAGING EDITOR

Bad haircuts. Bangs above the
high tide line. Permanents that you
wish werejust a passing phase.Buzz
cuts that are a buzz kill. Nothing
can ruin your day, your month in
fact,likeleavingyoursalon of choice
and finding that there was more
hair on the floor scattered around
your chair than there is left on your
head.
Sincefrequenttrips to New York
City to get a trim are taking things
to an extreme, here are some

pointers, sob stories from bad- Hair Design in Waterville. Crucial
haircut veterans, and general tips to your own coup de coiffure is that
about how to avoid Saturday Night John cuts your hair. He claims to
Live's Bad Haircuts Anonymous have taken two women from Maine
skit,sortof theTenCommandments to the Miss America Pageant
of Hair:
'Beware of J ealous scissors. For
once in their lives "Beautiful
People" are at a disadvantage.
Though I can't say I blame the
hairstylists—what would you do if
you had the chance to cut the hair of
a beautiful nineteen year-old
woman, and you were 35,graying,
with four kids and a husband
named Clyde? Revenge...
•Learnfrom others' mistakes and
good fortune. One good haircut
experience happened at People's Dean of Students J anice Seitzinger
sporting the "Farrah" cut.

Echo Archive m
K you wanted to
play you had to pay
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notatteadthelastdayof regular .
da_se*orth*firs.dayba<£kafter,
CONIKHSUTING WRITER
' vacation was_med$25-Sttiden-S
The scenario: f ive minutes voicedtlteirdispleasurewith the
prior to your last class before tineby atguingthattheexisting
spring break?you're tiyed and collegepolkyof permitting two
Irritated from half a semester's tin excused cuts should be
worth
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already left campus because classes decreased elasstiute,and
qat
they
<o«ld
find > ', students had enough ot a
transportationleaving later-So, financial burden without,this
youskj p theclass.NoW/imagine ejetra -fcpeuse. ,
' Thefacwttyvotedtowadfcate
being fined $25 for not going to
dasp^t^enty-fiveyearsago^yntt the fine. (72-36K Upon Ihe
nnUifkailon of the policy,one
Would have been. ,
In 196S, the $25 "cut f ine" Supporter 0 f the jMiey
was on the verge of abolition, 'commented that educations the
front Cotby'3 policies. In . one eorttttiodity for which the
agreement with the "cut fine'" consumer.;hy to get ad little as
policies any student who did possible for their mooey-Q
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' TCeine T-Shirt

Come to The Iron Horse
Bookstore for a Largel y
Litera ry T-shirt,
Large &X-Large , 100% cotton
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Featuring Virginia Woolf , Jack Kerouac, ' (f 14 Qr
Gertrude Stein , and many others! • ' , .; '
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(assumedly he took them there to
style their hair rather than to lend
moral support) . The happy
haircuttee said, "It was the best
haircut I've ever had!"
•Knowthy hairdresser.Agirl,let's
just call her Alice, was dating a guy
at Colby, let's just call him
Alexander Hipplesnopp. One day
Alice went to get her haircut, and
her hairdresser turned out to be,
well,let'sjust call her Rhonda (takeoff on Beach Boys to appear at the
end of this anecdote).Well,Rhonda
and Alice started talking, as
haircutter and haircuttee often will,

and Alice stated the obvious by high heels, and the interior is very
mentioning that she went to Colby. stark and modern—expect the
Rhonda replied, "Oh really,I know highly sculpted look here.
someone there. Do you know However, the hairstylists
Alexander Hipplesnopp?"Alice,of themselves are all well-coiffed ,
course, said, "Why yes, as a matter which is always a good point of
of fact I do. How do you know reference—let's face it,if theycan't
him?" And Rhonda smiled into the do their own hair, why imagine
mirror at Aliceand said,"I'm dating they can do yours!
•Askyourself: Do theycareasmuch
him." Help me Rhonda, help me get
as
1
do? One hair-conscious friend
him out of my hair!
has
sampled a variety of salons in
• Trust thy roommate? One
woman said that, despite the slight Waterville,and has found different
upward slant of her own hair,
"roommates are the only way to
go." However, if you get the crazy
urge to cut off six inches of hair one
Saturday night after a "non" nonalcoholic Student Center party,
don't let your roommate,or anyone
else who was at the party, live out
the same fantasies she once did on
her Barbie dolls! Unless your
roommate has a steady hand and
professional haircutting scissors,
remember that an uneven line cut Is author Ronald Takaki (who spoke
in cloth with sewing scissors can be at Colby last fall ) a victimof "mousse
hemmed, but your hair can only be abuse"?
cut shorter for $25 the next day.
good and bad points at each of his
•J udge a book by its cover. choices. At Penny's on Main Street,
Granted, this does not apply to all the
proprietor runs a dress shop out
things in all cases, but if you're of the same space in which she cuts
unsure of where to get your haircut, hair, and mi
ght just leave you in
match yourstyletotheirs./.fiit«des, mid-cut while
she waits on a
a new salon located on Main Street customer looking
for a dress.
in Waterville, makes its hairstylists
wear vogue little black dresses and
Hair continued on page 7
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Hair continuedfrom page6
Although the end result was
satisfactory for this person, you
have to consider a few thingsif you
make Penny's your choice: 1) Do
you have to go to the bathroom?
Although you could coincide this
with one of her interruptions,why
distract her further—pee first! 2)
As she cuts your hair, is she
thinking of the shape of your face
or the shapeof the pregnantwoman
who just cameinto haveher dresses
let out again? 3) Does your formal
still fit?
•The Earl y Bir d has the best hair.
Or do they? Are you a morning
person? Doyou have plentyof time
to wash, mousse, dry, and spray
your hair before you head for a
leisurely breakfast and then class?
Or is a baseball cap/ponytail your
idea of "styling" your hair in the
morning? Know this before the
scissors make that first fatal cut,
and tell your stylistll If they expect
th a t, in order to achieve the
"desired effect," you are willing to
sleep seven instead of eight hours,
they will cut your hair into seven
different layers, spend half an hour
giving it "fullness" and "body,"
and then load you down with half
a dozen products you "have to
have/' the grand total coming to
well over the cost of lunch for ten at
the Spa (and you can't deduct it
from your meal credit).

Economics professor Michael
Donihue with the ever-popular,
timeless, "Dave's Barber Shop" cut.
•How much does a compliment
cost these days? Don't think that
"You have beautiful hair" is an
unbiased compliment. TIPSshould
be TIPAK (To Insure Proper AssKissing) because, surveys show,
cutters tell almost everyone this.
It'snot really so terrible—they want
you to feel good,they massageyour
head, pour sweet-smelling goop
into your hair, and by the time you
leave your hair really is starting to
look beautiful. So don'tblame them
f or thi s m inor br each o f utter
truthfulness,just take it with a gram
of salt.
"A p icture speaks a thousand
words. I think we all know this one.
Don't
depend
on
their
interpretation of your description.
If you have visual aids,bring them.
• If you don't like it, change it. If
you can't change it,don 't worry about
it. I didn 't make this saying up, but
use it as a philosophy for haircuts
and life in general. People with
curly hairca n'thaveitstrai ghtencd,
but people with straight hair can
sport a perm if they choose. It 's not
fair, but that applies to life too. Be
realistic and don't expect miracles
from these "artistes des choveux."
They've only got what you've got
to work with—that and a few Wellplaced chemicals!

A sure sign of spriiig fever

Photo by Amy KL Borrell

Spring is in the air and
people are itching for
winter to end. The
hackysack circle outside of
the Student Center is a sure
sign that spring isn 't too
far off—sort of Colby 's
version of the groundhog!
The snow is disappearing
slowly, crusty brown drifts
shrinking slowly as the
sun 's warmth increases in
freque ncyand strength. But
for those of you who are
spring skiiers, don 't worry,
we 're due for at least one
more "bigfall " before the
winter of '92 comes to a
close!

tze
your
notes,
or^an
beforespringbreak.

The new Apple* Macintosh" Classic* II
Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted diskscomputer makes it easier for you to juggle
allowing you to exchange information easily
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
with almost any other kind of computer,
flexibility
and still find time for what makes college life
Ifyou already own a MacintoshClassic, and
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For all of yourcomputer needs visit the
"Macintosh Office " at the Colby Bookstore
in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
g|
©1¥) l Apple Computer, Inc. Apple , die Apple logo, and Macintosh are teglstcrcd trademarks and SupctOrtvc Is a trademark of Apple Computer , Inc. MS-DOS Is a restored trademark
' of Microsoft Corporation , Classic Is a registered Irak -mark licensed lo Apple Computer , Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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Don't blame
Commons' leaders
"We do it all the time".. .rashly accuse people of
making horrible mistakes that have 1.etrayed' us. This
is exactly what the Echo did last week with its editorial,
"No funds, no fun." As a former Commons' social
chair, I was outraged by an article that demonstrated a
lack of fairness.
The role of Commons' leaders has grown
increasingly difficult over the years, and the four
presidents work harder than most people on campus.
They are seen as the symbols of success or failure for
their Commons, but they are also the victims of snap
judgments. With its statement last week that, ".. .the
four Commons' leaders went on a spending spree and
now have basically run out of money. . .If they can't
even figure our how much is available,then who do we
trust?" the Echo fueled hasty criticism against people
working their hardest to please US.
With the administration yelling for more nonalcoholic, expensive events, the students yelling for
more entertainment, and the Echo yelling just to yell,
the Commons' leaders face an almost insurmountable
challenge. Instead of mindlessly jumping on the backs
of the four Commons'presidents,why doesn't th eEcho
try to offer some useful advice or support next time?
Bill Charron '93

Language for the real world

On February 24, The Boston Globe featured a front-page article titled
"The royalperson's English" (a P.C. pun on "the Queen's English") about
dictionaries that have been published as guides to "bias-free" language.
It's not just Colby. This is the "real world".We must make decisions about
language soon, because the pressure to do so will not end once we
graduate. It is invading—justifiably—our lives in business, politics, and
as you've noticed, education.
Though attitudes toward the hype surrounding "correct" language
may be negative, it is important to remember that there are legitimate
reasons for making distinctions. New issues of sexual harassment bring
up cases where verbal impropriety is the only documentation of an
insufferable working environment. Some claim that the call to arms is the
result of radical feminism,but men too van suffer from gender stereotypes.
Isn't fairness to both sexes, to individuals, in the workplace enough
reason? Do you want to be employed after graduation by a corporation
that stresses the woman in chairwoman, or tells you that your'e hard to
work with because of your machismo?
Much of the new movement is toward the gender-fair versus the
gender-free. The idea is not to make gender indiscernible, but to be fair
about the possibility that the CEO is of the "fairer sex."
The Globe article questioned just who should determine usage,
pointing out that many disabled people don't want to be called "physically
handicapped ,"or other such names, and would prefer to be called
crippled, according to Christina Hoff Summers, professor of philosophy
at Clark University who was quoted in the article.
Here at Colby we need to take some polls. If the first-year students
want to be called freshmen, let them decide that. Guidelines should be
laid out by professors if they expect gender-fair language to be used. And
don't be afraid to correct someone if they use a term you don't agree with.
Just please explain it politely and try to be tolerant of both sides.

Time for a cool change

It's that time of year again. The snow is (hopefully) starting to melt.
"Spring fever" is beginning to grip us all. And once again, it is time to
begin thinking about electing Stu-A officers and Commons leaders for
next year.
We've all complained this year about our social lives, our academic
lives, and our lives in general. We've all had ideas for speakers and
lectures, for parties and fund-raisers, for concerts and cultural events.
We've all wanted to march into President Cotter's office and give him a
piece of our dissatisfied mind. Well, now comes a chance to do just that.
Running for a Stu-A or Commons' position is not something to be
taken lightly, but it is something everyone of us should consider for many
reasons. The important decision-making, the planning of all kinds of
activities, the chance to make sweeping changes—each of these is reason
enough to run for of ikc. Unlike the "real world,"at Colby hard work and
enthusiasm are more important than hollow promises and handshakes.
At a small school, it is easier to make ourselves heard and get things
done than it is in the real world, or even at a larger university. Often the
only prerequisite is a strong interest or desire for change. At a small
school, anyone can run for office and anyone can become "president".
The "fever" is in the air, but it might not be spring fever. Instead, it
might be a "fever" telling us not to be content to sit and watch our four
years at Colby pass by without any inpu t on our parts.
Like many things, how much we get out of college depends greatly on
how much we put intoit.Yes, the snow will melt and spring will come. Wc
cart expect this every year. But how many times can wc expect to be given
the opportunity to make real changes that will effect our lives and our
education.

Earn your "senior' -ity

are waiting to see if we have given as much to the
community as we swore we would in our college
applications. Don't wait until next year to realize that
graduating from college is already a privilege. Stop
lamenting your lack of "senior"-ity and start doing
things to earn it.
Nicole Farkas '92

Fieldhouse faults
With the latest development in Stu-A funding, it
seems Colby social life will pretty well hit the skids. I
think Colby can provide students with a social
alternative to drinking that should cost very little—
exercise.
All the weekend warriors at Colby—joggers,
skaters, hoopsters, and tennis fanatics—can confirm
that the prospect for getting space/time for exercise at
the fieldhouse is pretty bleak. The last two weekends
the place has been booked solid "with communitytrack
meets and field hockey clinics. Waterville hockey uses
Alfond Arena for games and practices, and I noticed
that even the pool was used by high school swim teams
last weekend.
All this is great. It creates stronger ties with the
community,and allows high school sport teams use of
outrageously expensive facilities that only a college
can afford . It's just a nice thing, all around.
However, I think Colby may have lost sight of the
fact that many Colby students, who pay a great deal of
money for the use of these facilities, never get to
exercise in the fieldhouse. Even weekdays are difficult;
mornings go to the RSVP walkers, faculty gets the
place during lunchtime,and nights are tough too, with
varsity teams' practice schedules.
There is a simple solution to this problem which
will allow Colby to provide a new social alternative,let
their students exercise,provide more campus jobs,and
keep all the athletic programming for the community.
Extend fieldhouse hours until one in the morning, li k e
the library. All it will cost is the electricity to light the
joint and money to pay someone to sit at the desk. I'd
love to be able to go down to the fieldhouse at eleven
o'clock at night and blow off some stress skating or
shooting baskets. In a time when money is tight and
social events are scarce, I think this is a cheap and easy
alternative.

At Company Colby seniors get an extra bi g steak at
steak ni ght and a key to an executive bathroom in
Miller so they can pee in private. Shouldn't Colby
afford seniors monetary and material g ift s as
compensation for four arduous years?
Not everyone has forgotten that college is an
education, not a corporation. Mark Boles' analogy
("I'm a senior, so what?") reminds me that Colby
students are over-privileged alread y, th a t we live i n
the lux ur y of ed ucatio n, yet that isn't enoug h of a
"benefit."
Boles says that nothingabout senior year is different
from any other year besides being able to live offcampus, which is both a "hassle" and not awarded to
all seniors. However, every request to live off-campus
made by seniors last fall-was granted. This "hassle" is
actually an opportunity to try living independently, to
Michael Gerard '92
learn that you pay rent and utilities every month, to
i - i - i i i . _i i i . n i_. - -_ i i i ii
learn that food is expensive—and it doesn't get to the
frid ge unless you shop for it,
Living in town also puts the importance of Colby to
the rest of the Maine community into a more realistic
perspective. Colby is only one small part of a bigger
picture. After living off-campus I could not possibly
feel the same as I did four years ago. Any person who
says they feel the same as they did four years ago
shouldn't be looking for rewards from other people to
congratulate them for having "grown up."
¦
.
We've got to stop deluding ourselves. No one is H
¦
¦>¦ - ¦ ¦I _ 1 I- I I- I I- I I BB B ¦
waiting to shower seniors with gifts—if anything they U ¦
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Not Just A Crack Den Anymore
You shell out twenty grand a year,why not make the most of it here?
Ideal for Temp Housing
No Food/ Not Much Fun, But Plenty of Folks
Stress Among Friends!
It's Finger-llcldn' Good
Salman Rushdie Mid Flere
& Abandon All Hope Ye WJiq hnter Here
2. Tuesday is Dou ble Coupon Day!
1. New Improved With lemon Fresh Borax

10*
9.
8*
7.
6.
5.
4.

i $* O. S.I

What would you have paij ited on the Student Center walls?
W
f^sss^B^smmsmsmms

Leslie Campbell '93
"I would not have painted
anything because I have too much
respect for property to vandalize or
deface it. If I had a message to get
across at Colby, that's the last way
I would have gone about doing it."

Jamie Griesser '95
'"Long is a prosthetic god!'"
¦

i

Tricia Baldridge '92
"'90 days to graduation!' or
something to that effect."

Scott Parker '93
"I would paint 'Winter Carnival
'92, Blizzard on the Hill, is back!'
And 'Support Colby Events!'"

Michael Cobb '95
"I wouldn't paint anything."

p hotos by Brannon Lobdell

Express yourself , but not
^^^ ^S^^^^^^^ H
in the Student Center
stupidity? Maybe- _t was a little of
both.
By Paul Argiro and
We don't want to make a moral
Jonathan Walsh
judgement because we all feel a
HANGMAN'S JURY AND
constant urge to express ourselves,
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
but you could have used better
judgement in finding your outlet of
expression. If you want to get
Physical graffiti came to the students more involved with social
Student Center last week and , activities, lectures, readings, plays,
unf ortun at ely, - it wasn't the Led Colby Eight performances, Stu-A
Zeppelin clone band.
movies, academics, etc., painting
No, the physical graffiti that on walls is not the answer. After all,
came to the Student Center-was a the money used to clean up the
myriad of poor taste and childish mess could have been used to fund
activity that had painters working these same programs.
overtime and students buzzing
However, your activity has
about what was going on. But the raised an interesting question, yet
appearance in the Student Center we only hope that in the future such
of Colby s version of Picasso may, frustration can be more productive
in the long run, raise important than destructive. Do students at
questions about student apathy at Colby have sufficient means to
Colby.
express themselves, or do they just
Although some specifics are still not want to express themselves?
unknown, mainly because the Maybe we can't answer this
Student Center was closed to the question,but we encourage people
public until the walls were clean, to continue to expressthemselves—
the photos of the incident printed in just not on the walls of Colby's
this week's Echo suggest that the award-winning Student Center.
gra ffiti had something to do with The administration has outlawed
an apathetic student body. But we the use of sidewalk chalk (not that
ask the vandals;was thisan effective we endorse it), and in a way even
way to get students more involved, that was almost healthy to see.
or just a pathetic display of
Granted , this isn't Berkeley and

it isn't 1969,but young people need
to express themselves. Maybe the
graffiti artist(s) was out of line, but
does he or she have a beef? What is
the 'quality7 of expression at Colby?
Are Colby students long on apathy
and short on expression? And if so,
what can be doneabout it? If nothing
else, the artist(s) has addressed this
important topic and maybe now
Colby should address it, too.
We don't want to su ggest th at
every student should start to paint
graffiti on the walls of the school,
and we feel that the person(s)
involved didn't use the best of
jud gement. But we think it 's
necessary to remind students to
express themselves when they can.
If this means developing a new
outlet for expression at Colby—
murals, pamphlets, etc.—then so
be it.
While we apologize to Physical
Plant for having to clean up after
our Picasso, maybe this influx of
modern art can ultimately serve a
greater purpose. No, this isn 't
Berkeley, and it isn't 1969. But
without defacing school property,
remember that if you have
something to say...say it.Q

miraculously will include
something that is not fried, loaded
with fat, and high in cholesterol
and sodium, I am brought back to
reality when my eyes scan the
special board and it offer
a"Bostonian," or a "large cheese
pizza" that has so much grease you
could fill a cup with it.
Also, I am very disappointed
that you no longer sell • Dannon
lowfat yogurt but instead regular
yogurt. Besides salads and fruit ,
tho lowfat yogurt was practically
the only healthy item that you had
ori the entire menu. Maybe you do
have some other foods that you
consider healthy and nutritious,but
they arc few and far between and
most are side orders and overpriced.
Furthermore, I feel that tho
nutritious foods you do offer arc
hig h-priced. One dollar for a fruit
juice is outrageous when you can

buy one in the vending machine for
seventy-five cents. And why don't
you ever offer a fruit juice as an
alternative to a 32-ouncc tub of
soda? Two dollars and fifteen cents
for a side salad is just too much. A
dollar for yogurt is more expensive
than your frisbce-sized cookie that
could fill any Colby student.
WhatJam proposingisthatyou
begin to take into account that many
of the students who go to missed
meal are unsatisfied with the menu
selection, for it lacks meals that are
lowinca lorlesand nutritious, meals
that don't make you feel like you're
covered with grease-afte r you've
finished eating them. Students
should havcan alternative to eating
the friod and greasy entrees you
servo. Maybe the Colby social life
will pickup if the Spa starts serving
meals tha t make people feel healthy
and good about themselvcs.Q

An open letter to Josephf s Spa
By Scott Kadish
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Dear Joseph's Spa:
I am a hungry-but-healthconscious student here at Colby and
I am continually amazed at some of
the choices I find at the Spa. At a
time when students are becoming
moro aware of thoir health and arc
watching what foods they cat, you
do little to comp ly with the needs of
the health-conscious student.
When I miss nmcal at the dining
halls, I go to the Spa because it is
one of two alternatives. I am aware
that Roberts serves a • pasta meal
from 7p.in . to 9p.m, but if I decided
to eat pasta. every time I missed
dinner, I would turn into a piece of
ziti. Hoping that the Spa menu

By Matthew Dubel
COISfi_RffilJON61S_SiTE R

There simply isn't a coirelatio»
between how much moneywe

spend and how many couples
get divorced. These problems
havemorefode with sociological
end psychological factors than
theyhavetodo withfiscal policy *
MYTH:Anequitabteincrease
in tp x revenues would mem tax
increases for most Americans,
implicit in Mr. Erockelman's
article is the assumption that if
the government tfeetd-j . *a raise
more revenue through taxes, st
will meanttutyott audi willpay
more in taxes.But returning tax
rates ia their pre»iReagan levels
would bring m $70 billion in
additional taxrevenueevetyyea*
and would result in nine out < *i
every ten America n families
actually paying less in federal
taxes than they do right now.
The supply side reforms of 1981,
though enacted under the guise
of sweeping tax reductions,
essentiallyended up as latge tax
breaks for the rich and tax
increases for everyone else*
According to Citizens for Tax
Justice,taxeson the richest!*/-of
Americans (as a.share of family
income) fell bya5% from*977t©
J999, while taxes on the lowest
90% of Americansiucreased over
the same time p eriod. A
progressive restructuringof tho
tax codes would thereforebring
in much needed revenues to
decrease the deficit,while at the
Same time decreeingtaxes for
aImosf all Americans,
MYTHiTlie United Stateshas
comparative ly high rttte$ of

Ever present in political
debate is the danger of one
person'sopinionbejngaccepted
as fact and persistent myths
being Acceptedas reality*John
Brockeiman 's article, "Taxing
Iiea!itie$ A waif Seniors," (2/13/
92) contains a number of
<;omnxon tax myths* These
KHSperceptions, both explicit
and implicit,, do more to cloud
than „ ttt clarify the often
obf us cat ory business of
constructingfiscal policy. Here,
then,id & t^xarrti-iationof the
fact and fantasy of taxation as it
relates to Mr- Brockeiman's
article*
MYTH* Liberal f iscal
politiescan orshp uldbeexpected
to correct socf al problems like
the divorce rate, porno graphy,
or the breakdown of the fatui ty *
Mr*Piwekelrnanprovidesf arv s
a prodigious list of social ills,
and he is quite cotteel in
professing liis distate fof the
breakdown of our civic
moralityvThedivorcemt e today
ia at an all-time high. The
tradition of the family, sadly
enough/ Has broken down,
Viotant acts $\wh as rape do
occurwith great frequency*And
pornography has come to mean
Mote than just Pt trybay.Jhrf to
suggest t hat governm ent
spending should directlyreduce
these problems is to be blind to
the reality of what exactly
government spending.*™ and temtimWhen Mr*ttmckolman
speaks of tlie evils of ''big
cannot do<
government
and high tax rates"
Pmdertt
governmen t
ponding cm do a M of things? hemakes itsouwl na if theUnited
it can provide f or national States Md exccedinglyhighraN*
security, it «an help the of taxation. We don't. Jn fact,
nnd
the when compared with the other
unemp loyed
impoverished/ and it cut aid it\$wtti&lte<i<l nations of the
research and development of World,thottoited StatOft' fax me$
everything from the space are relatively low, J<ro an, for
program to alternative energy* example, seta its top tux rate at
few* tho one thing that federal 50% and ad ds a (peal tax rate of
spendingcannotdo directly, nor !<>%, faulting in a tax rato of
can It be expected lotto directly, () <i% for those who mak« more
is correct the ttott of social ills than $140,000. Compare this to
thatwpfemtrh Mnttrockolman*
Taxes continued o« p age 12

The art of cartooning & the ink behind Pantagr uelism
ments arise with the sun.
So now,if you please,I would
like to critique some of my own
works and, in effect, justify their
existence when spot-lighted against
Sp lath KA-BOOM ! Aiiieeee! so many timeless themes that affect
And so on and so forth . We've all us in our lives.
To begin with, th e titl e Panread these things before. From Spider-Man™ to Garfield™ , cartoons tagruelism is based upon a literary
have been with us since childhood. character created by the famous 16th
Without a doubt, the art of cartoon- century French satirist Rabelais. The
ing is one of the world's most dictionary definition says:"A levify
popular arts forms. Whether it's a of spirit in spite of scorn or change."
Lima bean-headed Charlie Brown In other words, "Don't worry, be
or an egg-eyed Garfield, cartoons happy." A bit pretentious on my
are everywhere, from lunch boxes part> I must admit, but it had a
mysterious aural ring to it that I just
to underwear.
Being a cartoonist (of some couldn't ignore.
The onslaught of machinery
sorts) myself, I will try to explain
some of the mayhem and the magic is a favorite theme of mine. Techof cartoons. Many people have come nology is increasing at an alarming
up to me and, more often than not, rate. For example, ten years ago, an
have told me that they don't under- Apple II Plus was a magnificent
stand my Echo Pantagruelism car- piece of hardware, sporting an eltoon.
ephantine 64K RAM and an all caps
To begin with, there is a defi- keyboard; now,the new Macintosh
nite relationship between ease of Classic II sports 2 megabytes (excomprehension and time allotted pandable to a paltry 10 megabytes)
toward .the specific case. In other and is also MS-DOS formatted
words,the more time you spend on (meaning it can use IBM disks).
something, the better it will turn Things are outta control!
Every time you turn around ,
out. This is a firm and basic principle that applies to all forms of something is computer generated.
For example, in Fig. 1, we find that
human communication.
However,something must be one of the main characters is comsaid for the mental "slight of pletely computer generated. He
mind"—that's to say, some won- cites such mundane objects as
derful things have been known to clothes and buildings as being
eke out of the crea ti ve facilities when "nurtured" within a "silicon
there is pressure to perform. We've womb"—in essence, mutant chilall experienced this during the wee dren from a maternal computer!
hours of the night with term papers The other character is hand-drawn
and the like. Some of our best argu- in ink, not only my media of choice,
By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR

"Cross-Examinat ions" £££££

but also a
symbol of
traditionthat
inherentl y
involves
painstaking
work and
loads of talent. He represents the p - 2
Old School, *'
and thus finds the lack of linear
nuance in the computer-generated
form to be quite disturbing. The
human hand is thus condemned as
"obsolete," a term often used to
define 6-month old computers.
Fig.2,on the other hand, is an
affirmation of the humanmind.The
main character presently slips into
a self-induced exploration of the
mind itself, soon finding that he can
escape his mundane pressures and
enter into a universe of his own
making.The middle panel symbolizes the pinnacle of human individualism, the height of creativity
and innate nobility within each and
every one of us. The "gag" of this
strip is found in the last panel; his

Across

monde propre" is thus found to be
no more unique than that of his
counter-part's. What we thus have
here is a cry for escape from all
earthly matters,an impossible wish
to grant oneself total peace and
freedom.
Fig. 3 is of an entirely different genre all together. This is the
no-nonsense, no-nuance gag that
takes no time to comprehend. Many
peopleoftentake this tobe the norm,
but I say "Hey! Wake up!" My reasoning follows as such: we're in
college, ladies and gentlemen, so I
expect the vague and the unknown
should be prime candidates for
analysis, plain and simple. True,
the fact that the butt of the joke is a

Answers-next week! Qtlo -—

political figure does give it some
educated viability, so this is not a
total loss. The jokes are of an
ephemeral stature—inotherwords,
ten years down the line very few
people are going to remember the
whole Hill/Thomas thing.
In conclusion,I would like to
underline the fact that there is more
to Pantagruelismthan meets the eye.
'Tis true indeed that what's funny
to some does not necessarily hold
the same ring of humor to others.
However,by deciphering and illustrating these universal truths, I hope
to make everyone's life just that
much more tangible.Q

50* Hinder
1* Breed
51. FLO leader
S_ Greeting
52.A famous Scottish lake
$. A nanny
53. Musical .
12,Colby watchword
54* Egyptian goddess
13. like a clause
14^ Ibsen's girl
t$.As If to say.,.
2* Bitch and mottn
¦
', & Edgar Alk*i, e*g1#, Forforeign speaker^
#.$ww,inJ_It>ertville
. X Autos
%£%
*
j
19, An element 4. Atid company,Latin
20, — hoc
5*Japanese automatic
'. 6. Stat Wats leading men
21,Comedia -.~ Arte
11. She, to be
7* Hamlet's gM
2$, An African country
8. W#d Bovine Park
1$. A French friend
9* A mirage?
27, Aili$on r £or short
10.15 across
j
1
IB. It's eoi-ifi around .
11*The Christian creed
30, -*« Kapital
18, Precious stone
31, Parisian summer
20* What —- you.
32, Parts of lbs,
24. To make, p.t,
33, Hansel and Gretel's nemesis
25* Flatteries
$& Gold measure
29. Eager Single Youth Team
36. a Boston Party
(a cronym)
38, Hollered
34, What the first five
39, State south of MA
commandments were written on
40, Airmail/ abbr.
35. Of temperature
41. Yo say, el ~
37* A record label
42, IndoClmie$ecountry
39. Plays
44. One who waits
43* Wile E*'s favorite mail order
4$, A bag
company
48. American Council of Mental
45* A Bangkok native
Health (acronym)
46. Clumsy ones
40. German nuclear physicist
47* Homonym fomeckwear
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MOVIE S

I

Little Man Tate, showing in Lovejoy 100at 7 and
9pm Thurs. thru Sat. and at 2pm on Sat.

m
R

COLBY STU-A ext. 3338
HOYTS 873-1300
Medicine Man 1:20,3:45,7:10 and 9:35pm
Final Analysis 1:30, 3:55, 7:20 and 9:50pm
Wayne's World 1:10,3:40, 7:20, and 9:40pm

CALENBAE OF EVENTS

,

i

L

CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTS:

COLBY COLLEGE:

S

Friday, Feb. 28: West Coast guitar legend Phillip Walker with special guests The Blue Flames at the 1
1
§ Waterville
Opera House from 8-1lpm. Tickets are $8.00 at the door. Call 872-5508 or 873-5262 for more info. B
i
Powder and Wig One Acts! Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 8pm. Also 2pm on Saturday at Strider §1
Theatre in Runnals Union.
H
1
Friday,Feb.29th: Music at Colby Series presents Colby and Bates College Choruses combined for a concert m ¦•
at Lorimer Chapel at 8pm.
§3
1

FriedGreenTomatoes 12:50,3:30,6:50 and9:30pm I
The Hand That Rocks the Cradle: 1:40, 3:50, 7:35 I
and 9:45pm
B

BOWDOIN:

H

BATES:

fi

Ongoing: Bowdoin College Museum of Art presents Florentine Draf tsmanship Under the First MediciGrand W& a
Dukes; and a mixed media exhibit by Anne Minich. Call 725-3275 for more info.
II :

Friday,Feb.28th: The New World String Quartet at the Olin Arts Center. Tickets are $5and $10. Call 786-g <
6135 for reservations and information.
ii :
TheGreatMouseDetective:1:00,3:00, and 6:00pm I
Ongoing: The Graphic Work of John Heafan Fames,an exhibition of etchings, watercolors and drawingsB| :
of architecture and landscapes from Europe and the U.S. Phone 786-6158 for more info.
Ill
Stop!Or Mv Mom Will Shoot! 1:30,3:55,7:00 and 1
9:20pm
|

.
I
[
s
i
I

|I

RAILROAD SQUARE 873-6526

I

The Search For Signs of Intelligent Life in the
Universe: Friday thru Thursday at 7pm and at
1pm on Saturday and Sunday.
'
Taxi Blues: Monday at 9:10pm only!
My Father is Coming: Friday thru Thursday at
9:10pm except Monday, and 3:15pm on
Saturday and Sunday.

B
g
B
S
1
H
g

AUDITIONS
Monday, March 2, at 6 p.m. in Smith Lounge of Runnals.
Visiting Artist in Residence Steven Gale will be directing
Bertol t Brecht: Dialogues, on April 9, 10, 11.

~~"

||

Thursday, Feb. 27th: Women's Studies Colloquium with Sarah Willie, M
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology: "Black Women in College: Howard V. j g
Northwestern, 1970-90" at 4:30pm in the Whitney Room.
H
Sunday, March 1st: Black and ,White Together: A Film Festival presents £§
"Jungle Fever" in the Lovejoy Faculty Lounge,.7:30 p.m.
B
Lg

The Pogues, Essential Pogues

- --styles, includin g that of a pronounced flamenco guitar on sevBy M att Kales
eral tracks.
STAFF WRITER
Despite the lack of new material in 1991, the Pogues released a
"Poguemahone." Unless you collection of 14 songs from the
band s
are
wenyears on
schooled
in
the
Island
Gaelic,
you
label from
won't take of1988
to
fense at this
1990.
Enhrase
which,
p
titled Esloosely transs e n t i al
lated , means
Pogues, the
"kiss my ass."
album
Fortunately,you
showcases
don't have to be
the band's
Irish to appreciincredible
ate the Pogues
diversity
and their infecand protious blend of
traditional Celtic folk music fused vides an excellent perspective on
with a whiskey-soaked Punk ethic. the creative power that drives the
For the last eight years, the Pogues Pogues.
Highlights of Essentia l
have consistently breathed newflife
"If I Should Fall From
Pogues
are
into the international pop music
Grace
With
God" (the title track
scene, attracting fans from all
reaches of the global spectrum. from the band's triumphant 1988
Although the past year brought a release), the epic 'Turkish Song of
limited tour, there has been no new the Damned," and the bittersweet
release fro m the band since 1990's "Fairytale of New York" both from
brilliant effort, Hell 's Ditch, which /// Should Fall From Grace With God) .
incorporated a mvriad of musical And as an added bonus, Essential

Pantagruelism

LECTURES:

MISCELLANEOUS: B

For more info, watch your daily Mooseprints!

If the human
mind'were simple
enough that we
could comprehend
it ,we would be so
simple that we
could not:

B¦
B
B
B
B
B
B
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For what price be "pop" success ?
By Johan Dowdy
STAFF WRITER

For anybody who follows
Billboard Magazine's weekly "ratings" chart, it will not be surprising
to learn that Nirvana, a Seattlebased "grunge metal" band, possesses the country's top selling album. The somewhat self-proclaimed king of rock himself—the
dangerous Michael.Jackson—who
has his grip on the hearts of thousands of consumers, is being overPogues contains a spirited cover of
the Rolling Stones' classic, "Honky
Tonk Woman ."
Perhaps the only flaw on
the album is the inclusion of two
mediocre songs, "Fiesta " and
"Summer in Siam." While these
songs are by no means poor pieces
of work, they are not indicative of
the band's genius and could have
been eschewed for two superior
tracks. All in all, Essential Pogues is
a fine album, representative of the
wealth of talent that the Pogues
possess. And it provides an excellent tease of what many critics
consideroncofthe most innovative
bands of the last ten years.Q

shadowed. Nirvana is not a group
that sells out arena shows in hours,
that moonwalks across the stage as
thousandsof onlookers squeal with
delight, that makes million dollar
videos, or that
force feeds us a
cream-of-wheat
social consciousness. In fact, the
most popular
band, in terms of
recordssold, likes
to drink to excess,
speak honestly
about what it
feels, fight with
the audience,and
smash its instruments at the end
of the evening.
The recent
trend
among
America's music
consumers en tails
a straying from
the flaccid,empty,
over-produced , nothingness of
most modern pop music toward s a
musical style grounded in artistic
expression. In other word s, artists
whohavclongremained in thedark
and unnoticed , except by college

stations and connoisseurs of the
independent rock scene,are now
getting their day in court.
The pop music (pop deriving its meaning from the word
popular) of tomorrow will
most likely be
the alternative
music of today.
Alread y the
signs of this
merging are
evident. After
signing with'a
major international label
(Warner
Brothers), alternative icons
REM skyrocketed to fame.
MTV has encouraged the
success
of
groups like
Metallica. The
Red Hot Chilli Peppers, and Nirvana through a continuous deluge of their videos. Bands that
once relied on special interest listeners or those seeking refuge
from the mainstream blaahs have
now found their way into that
same mainstream which they
avoided or were excluded from.
Ido not criticize bands that
have "crossed over"if thoy retain
the integrity and originality
which first separated them from
the pack. I do not think that being
more popular is a reason to be
hated; but if it causes one to sacrifice one's artistic integrity for
the record company god s, n ^rely
to sell a . couple thousand more
'a lbums,, than I , would strongl y
question one's intention as an
"artist. "Q

Letters continued from page8

Yougrow up
Dear David Holtzman,
Sophomore '94:
We wish to addressyour concern
expressed in last week'sissueof the
Colby Echo. You proposed that there
should be equality among classes;
that Seniors should be treated in the
samemanner asentering Freshmen.
WHY?!?!
We strongly support Mark
Boles' position that Seniors should
be distinguished at Colby. In the
real world ,age and experience yield
achievement
and
special
acknowledgement. Our status as
Seniors is the result of our time and
commitment during our four year
stay at this college. Seniors are the
role models of the Colb y
community. They are generally the
leaders of the sports teams,the hall
st a ff , and the clubs of campus. In
return for their leadership and
positive influence they deserve
distinction among the other classes.
The increased pressures of
academics and impending career
decisions set Seniors apart from the
other classes more than one might
think.
We do not claim superiority. We
simply seek recognition. David, in
two years when you may have
"grown up" you will most likely
feel the same way.

mouth. Whether or not we want to
hear someone talk about the lack of
diversity n this campus (and most
of us probably don't), it is too late to
say anything now. Hopefully we
can respect Cosby enough to listen
thoughtfully to whateverhe chooses
to say at commencement.
Another gripe I have with you
Echo folks is that you talk about
taking a position on gender-neutral
language and sticking to it (Take a
Stance,2-13-92).Well,what exempts
you from following your own
advice? For three years now you
have gone back and forth between
sporadic uses of "freshman" and
"first-year student." When are you
going to decide? Why can't you
independently establish and folio w
your own consistent language
terms?
Finally, I would like to end on a
more positive note by thanking the
Colby Democrats for bringing two
presidential candidates to this
campus this year. I'm sure that their
visits must have involved an
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incredible amount of planning and
work. I truly appreciate their efforts
to successfullybring political issues
and awareness to this campus.

spending has provided us with a
strong defense and a military
endowed with the latest in
technological innovation. It feeds
children born into poverty and
Mary Beth Heiskell '92 helps farmers who are struggling
to survive. It provides student loans
Taxes continued from page 9
to middle-class students who wish
the U.S. rate, which peaks at to cometo pricy collegeslikeColby.
33%,even assuming a high statetax It fund s programs whose benefits
rate, this doesn't even approach 2/ flowto city and country,young and
3 of Japan 's top rate. When old, rich and poor. To assume that
examined in light of other nations, government spending has done
particularly those who seem to be nothing is to take for granted the
challenging the U.S. economically, benefits we all receive day in and
the United States tax rates seem day out.
TRUTH:It would be ignorant to
quite conservative.
assert
that the federal bank books
MYTH:Tax dollars haveprovided
have
been
well-managed over the
us with nothing. If we were to follow
Mr. Brockelman's logic, we should past decade. They haven't. But the
conclude that we spend billions a search for equitable policy-making
year and get nothing in return. will not be helped by the flurry of
Nothing could be farther from the misperceptions that parade as truth.
truth. Government spending Let us urge our representatives to
provides tangible aid and services change our fiscal policies,but let u s
for every group in society, services also bear in mind that any progress
which no member of society would will be best aided b y f act , not
be able to live without. Federal fallacy.^
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Oop's!

I would like,- to
apologue to anyone Who read
myarticle;in last week's Echo 4 in
which I cited Lehrejt-'s song
''VVetftthet Von St&tftti* %.¦&&
identified, the <#__r_mn»-unaed»
Amexlcam scientist as the
investor ot the at om hmhb.A
letter feotn. Associate Ptofesso*
ot A<im£lwSfcra-iVe Science Lea
Reich pointed ant that Von
Bratm"had nothingwhatsoever
to do with the _tev__uj> i-t6-rt of
the atDpaicbomb/Upon hvmfc_y
researching, I jfo«iw$ tha* Von
Brum's affiliation with xockel
science was actually *» the field
ot space exploration, and that
his woxk was instrumental in
getting ExplorerI the first U.S.
satellite,off the ground J tfaattlt
Professor Reich for bringing my
mistake to light and apologize
profusely lo anyone else who
caught my glaringerror.
-J ulie Trodella t Asst. A&E Editor
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Kelly Evans '92
Steven N. Swartz '92
and 27 other members of the
Senior class

Whining and
complai ning

I'm a second-semester Senior
who's definitely feeling Senioritis
start to creep up on me (if it hasn't
already started to eat away the
academic motivation parts of my
brain). I don't think I deserve any
special privileges on this campus,
since we all get "special treatment"
at various points during our time
here. However,after 3.5years and 3
Jan Plans on this campus (2
semesters during which I wrotefor
the opinions section of the Colby
Echo) , I finally can't control my
efforts not to comment on the
weekly frustrations I receive when
reading the Echo.
First of all, I notice that you are
experiencing a lack of letters to the
editor these days. Are you calling
the students apathetic,or beginning
to realize that they're not reading
the Echo anymore. You've lost
respect, now you're losing an
audience;—what are you going to
do ab out it ?
Two personal gripes I have with
two of your editors:
Ethan—give someone else a
chance to write for the A&E section.
You write well, but I'd much rather
see some other viewpoints in the
section. Monopoly is a bad thing.
Don't you have anyone working
with you over there?!
Paul—howaboutputtinganend
to your personally-opinionated
gripe "column"? Wcekafter week I
am angered by your whining and
complaining. What aro you ever
going to do about things? ! And I
say, let Bill Cosby say what he wants
at graduation. Who arc we to censor
him? Wc asked him (practically
begged) to come. Now we can 't
look back or look a gift horse in the

ShowUsHow Good YouAre !
.
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Hllfu. Room ,
Roberts

Union

7:00-«:00pm

Come to SunLife of Canada's Info Session for Employee Benefits Sales
Representatives and get your foot in the door of a $50 billion leader in
the financial services industry! By joining us, you'll pr ove y our readi ness
*°r a highly professional career in sales—one that promises the kind
growth that leads straight to management and increased
°f ^ast -rack
"
earnings!
If you have what it takes to get your foot in the door—a n aggressive
nature, the drive to succeed and a professional attitude , learn how you
can become part of the team that's selling Employee Benefits for SunLife
of Canada. It's a rapidly grow i ng area of our busi ness and it's openi ng
up doors for many ambitious people just like you!
For more Information, contact Barbara McNlclioIas, Sunlifcof
Canada, Human Resources Department, 3 Sun Life Executive Park,
Wellesley, MA 02181. An equal opportunity employer.

f |IKj SunLife
T_ ™P of Canada

A member of Sun Financial Group

Classifieds

DEVASTATOR
of the week

DAYTONA BEACH! - SPRING
HeatWave Vacations, Inc. is
BREAK '92 March 20-29.
looking for bright, personable
Oceanfront hotel on strip. InADOPTION
cludes seven nights- hotel & Picnics, piggy-backsand, a individuals to promote our Euround-rip motorcoach. Only brother's hand to hold. Happi- ropean skiing and Caribbean
$279.00! (quad, occ.) Call YAN- ness and securityawaityour new- Spring Break trips. Earn free
KEE TOURS at 1-800- born. Loving, professional mom, vacations and big paychecks.
Formore information, call Gre9DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.
dad,and son are anxious to adopt gory at 1-800-395-WAVE.
again. Legals paid. Call collect
Judy and Paul 207-799-9833.
HeatWave Vacations. SPRING
TemerosCounseling offersa proBREAK 1992. THE BEST RATES.
fessional, dignified environment
to add ress relationship, family, SPRING BREAK '92-CA.NCUN- GUARANTEED TO BEAT THE
dependencyand personal growth BAHAMAS-FROM $299 FEA- COMPETITION BY AT LEAST
issues. Located just 10 minutes TURING THE OASIS HOTELIN $50!! CANCUN-JAMAICAAND
THE BAHAMAS For more informafrom campus. Sliding fee scale CANCUN
for students. Call 453-4437 for an CARNIVAL'S CRYSTAL PAL- tion, call 800-395-WAVE.
appointment or information ACE IN THE BAHAMAS.OTHER
LOWER PRICED HOTELS
pamphlet.
AVAILABLE. GUARANTEED
EMPLOYMENT
LOWESTPRICESONCAMPUS!!.'
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- For more info call advance Travel Earn $1050/hr. Part-Time/flex
MENT-fisheries. Earn $5,000+ at 800-755-7996.Reservation lines ible hoursin sales.Waterville area
per month. FreeTransportation! open from 9:00AM-KMWPM Daily Call 201408-5558.
Room & Board ! Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For employment call Student Employment Services at 1-206-545-4155
ext. 302.

SPRING BREAK '92
CANCUN, BAHAMAS

This week's Devastator is men s
basketball co-captain John Rimas
'92. In last Saturday's victory
over UMass-Boston, in which he
had 20 points and 5 rebounds,
John joined Colby's hoop elite in
the 1,000 point club.
Congratulations, Rimo !!!

"" $259!

SPRING BREAK'92 JAMAICA
FROM $439. CANCUN FROM
$429. FLORIDA FROM $119.
TRAVEL FREE! ORGANIZE A
SMALL GROUP. FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS CALL STS 1-800-648•¦;""";,
4849. -

F

A

S

Complete Package Includes:
• Round trip J et flight from New York .
Philadelphia, Washington and Boston * Round
trip transfers to hotel from airport * 7 Nights
hotel accommodations * Welcome drink *
Beach parties (Nassau) * Hotel taxes and maid
gratuities

ORGANIZE SMALL GROUP, Effl FREE TRIP!

1-800-BEACH-IT

T
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FUNDRAISING
P R OG R A M
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to S 10CO in one
week. Plus receive a s1000
. bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH justfor calling 1-800932-052_.Ext. 65. . - . ..

.- AmericanTravelServicer Inc. /
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MONDAY

1

Starting Your Daze
Evan Berman
Alternative Mix

6:00 am
The Bunk Show
John Bunker
Alternative Mix

Yes,It's Still Pitch
Black
Romany Rehkamp
Alternative Mix

chalkdust Torture
CJ Just • Marc Moody
Alternative Rock
Mnemcwive
hock

Music of Your Life
Charlie Walker

Kill the Mime
Steve Sanchez

Thorazine Sandwich
Pete Hocknell • Dave

Coffee in Bed
Kara Gilligan • Amy

IrishjTpunK

aSS X

Floor Space
Dawn Devine
,
I
A, , ?
Alternat.ve
M.x
.

^JST^
l^
Stephanie
Clement
•
Tara McDonough
Alternative Mix

A, 8ma,iUa MiX

'

A

Monday Mooring
Show
Heidi Thomas
Alternative Mix
Lunch Hour Melodies
Cate&Jim Cerwinski
Alternative Mix
2.00 nm
pm
Annie Earhart
Worldh t
g"
pm „
„
?.
People Want Bass
Jo Lilore
Alternative Mix
7:00pm
Tho Ono-Hour Spoof
Gunnnr Proppo

Dn R

°Ror
^*RocK .
Urban Renewal
CD Slikker
Ahemative Mix

,

»

1

Ths World of Color
Paul Lavalloo

M
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R & B • Rockabilly

Radlo Ploys
Tom Gorancer

Your Mama's In Hero „ypnogoglc Mentations
Biscuit - J.B.
Hardin Gray-Jessica Hill

*»

Big Time
Sarah Porlss • Paul
, _ .._, ,__
»_,
»
*,.
Alternative
Mix

**£*»*
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Diamond
D.J.
Rap
^

FRIDAY

.

6:00 am
The Bunk Sihow
John Bunker
Alternatvie Mix
learnings
Chris

C-HM-*

=^^
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Rap Of Maine
Mike Starr

Rap

B,9 Whool Burning:
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SUNDAY

Colby @ Colby
Colby Seams
Blues • Folk • Jazz

Sunday Mornings Are
Flne
Bill Logan • Tip Meckel
Alternative Mix

Horfown..and
f•
Songs
of Tragedy

Jl

«
.
r..^T

Acoustic/Traditional
—

Rap .Blues - Jazz-Worldbeat .Hardcore -l
Industrial

• Experimental • Reggae • Classical • Broadway •
Metal • New Age • Folk • Traditional • And Much More!

R-a, Coumry

Record Lady
Vintage Country Oldies

Blue Sunday W/
Lonesome Mike
Mike oKoczinsw
Skoczinski
miiw

°lues
Radio Jihad
Brian McNeil • Jason
Rejf|er
Alternative Mix

Disco Dave's Hip-Hop
Comor
David Lauman

Colby Sports
_£_£
Artists in Roaldonc.

Brolhel'Sown
Brother
Brown Dirt

Mike Bachand

Altomntivo iMiv
nn
nu-inauv-

a^Sl

Underaround Solution
Crle» of Protest and Pain a,
'' UVUI
Caleb
^ °" Cooks
Pie Boy • Prof. Fudge
^"*° • Trevor
' Sldes
Alternative Rants and
Alternative Mix
^

' Th. PWtar.TW
Night Pirates Ride the A Sho^ornwIth
steppln'to the AM
"
'
ai ^z KuJ£ Matt Metz
McXd^S
.
,nduS:K,renta
,
A ^Mix
*"* _man
Alternative
Mlx
P
Rock and Roll
| Alternative Rock
|
| Alternative Mix
MotQl .etc
I
D___fc/« B »_f% ___**«_»¦ Q70 00/8 Q WMHB 90.5 FM is the Choice for Alternative Rock •
O f Z- xiO QO

Keq UeSIS .

SATURDAY

Friday Mooring Show
11:00 am
Heidi Thomas
Double
Digits
/u
.- Mix
«•
Alternate
Lisa Gray • Sue Nackoney
Alternative Mix
_
_
1:
Hand.mBnWhoco.ato
I
T
S
?Zaman
™"
Faisel
journey
Manuel Stevos
Blues
Alternative Mix
Radio Bikini Models
Bandit Blues and
K^'9 ^''^ * Hannah
Such
Swenson • Erika Troseth
Mark Tracy
Alternative Mix
Blues

There Goes the
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Elizabeth Stewart
Stephen Motion
J° f.^!
"
Tiare White - Scott Snell
Sounds in the Funky
Broadway and More
Alternative Mix
Biosphere
_
Blues Off the Wall w/
The Last of the True
Sounds All Round tho
Equestrians
D.W.
World
DJ Jimmy 4x4 • PhDJ - 911 Em Nesbitt • Lauren Pelz
David Gill
Alternative Mix
Ethnic Sounds
B|ues
:
—r-jR
Boom-Ta-Ra
_?r " „ n
Educated Rock & Roll
Steve
Perry
Scott Loavltt
Record Lady
7
50s
&
60s
Rock
and
Roll
•
:°° Pm
7:00pm
or P™Cn
e
80
ar ^J^ *e
„

Jamming with Johan
Johan Dowdy

M?££

e~.-_*
5anni

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

Four Horsemen
The Floyd Perkins nnd
Jay Hermsen • Bryan
Dudley Pippins Show
Floyd Perkins • Dudley Chase • Joe Savoio • Andy
Rhein
Pippin
^
.Alternative Mix
Alternative Mix
i23111

2am

1

TUESDAY

• "

BaeMn|ft

MetalT
^
^

_
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^J^

Metal and Things
J

Krls Boynton
Live Performers

Take F,Ve

jazz - va e

"*

Tho Pc,nr''9 Gr'8'y
,9an
,Laura Kuske
_f'°l • Michelle
.,u „

Rowell
Alternative Mix
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Women's hoops capture CBB title
By Greg Greco
STAFF WRITER

took control of the
game and breezed
to the easy 30point
victory.
The Colby women's basketball
"We
shot well
team had a strong week, defeating
from
the
field,"
Bowdoin on Thursday to win the
said
Coach
Beach.
CBB title 73-51, and then blowing
"We
got
good
out UMass-Boston 79-49to increase
shots, had good
its record to 9-11.
break
The White Mules started out well fast
opportunities
and
against Bowdoin, only giving up
strong
defensive
two points in the first nine minutes
of the game. Bowdoin did come pressure. We had
back to cut the lead to six (25-19) by a lot of trouble
from the line (22halftime.
4_FT's),butit
was
We kept the pressure on
nice
to
see
us
win
Bowdoin. We got the fast break
bi
despite
that."
g
going in the second half. We also hit
The team was
our free throws (19-26),which made
l
ed
by Bowman
a difference"said Coach Carol Anne
and Roberts, each
Beach.
The team was led in scoring by of whom scored
co-captain Heather Belanger '92, 17 points. Adria Colby women de eating Bowdoin. Ptoto bV Cina Wertheim
f
who had 15 points. Other scorers in Lowell '92,scored
16
and
Pooler
double figures included Andrea
Bowman '94, with 14, Beth added 11. "It's good to see that this p layed above .500 (8-7) since the
Montgomery '93, with 11, Sue team isn't depending on one person. absence of star point guard Maria
Roberts '92, with 10 and Kathie We're getting consistent scoring," Kim '93, and star forward Liz
Cimino '92, (knee injury).
said Coach Beach.
Pooler '94, also with 10.
One aspect of the team that has
After
a
rough
start
to
its
season
The win against Bowdoin took
improved
isthebench. "Both games
(2-9),
the
team
has
gone
7-2
in
the
the team to 3-6 in the CBB and
showed
how
well the bench did,"
clinched the CBB title. "It was a second half. "We're playing with
great win," said Pooler. "We more intensitynow. Before we were said Pooler. "We had really
captured the CBB, which was one playing not to lose, now we're balanced scoring. The second half
of the season exemplifies thatwe've
of our goals. Our confidence level playing to win,"said Beach.
battled.
It would be nice if we had
"The
team
changed
a
lot
from
is up." The team plays its last CBB
the
first
half of the year back."
game against Bates on Wednesday last year to this year,"said Pooler.
Colb
y plays its final two games
"We only have one starter back,
at Lewiston.
The team played UMass-Boston and we've had a lot of injuries, It this week, and has a good chance at
on Saturday, and took s cpntrpl of was just a matter of getting used to reaching .500. The Mules travel to
the game early, brin ging the score each other. We also lost some close Bates on Wednesday, and host
to 30-11 at one point in the game. games to good teams early." After Emmanuel on Saturday in a repea t
After a mini-run by UMass, Colby getting off to a 1-4 start, Colby has of last year'sECAC final matchup.Q

SCOREBOARD fc
Men's Basketball
Colby 73, UMass-Boston 60
*2/29 vs. Bowdoin 7:30 (on
WMHB 90.5 FM)
Women 's Basketball
Colby 73,Bowdoin 51
Colby 79,UMass-Boston 49
*2/29 vs. Emmanuel 5:30 (on
WMHB 90.5 FM)
Men's Hockey
Colby 4, Conn. College 4
Holy Cross 6, Colby 1
*2/28 at St. Anselm 7:30 (on
WMHB 90.5 FM)
*2/29 at Babson 3:30
Women 's Hockey
Colby 4, Boston College 1
Bowdoin 2, Colby 1

Men's and Women 's Track
Men finished 12th out of 27 teams
at N.E. Division III
Women tied for 16th out of 20
teams at N.E. Division III
Swimming
*2/28- 1 Women's N.E.
Championships at Bowdoin
*3/6-8 Men's N.E.
Championships at Wesleyan
Skiing
Competed in Division I
Championships at Middlebury
Season over
Men's Squash
Finished fourth in the D-flight at
Team Nationals at Yale

Men 's squ ash
takes flight at Yale
¦¦,¦ By Tyler Duvall

Colby entered the national
tournament ranked 26th out of 40
teamsinthe National Intercollegiate
Finishing its season in Squash Racquets Association
impressive fashion,theColby men's (NISRA). The eight top-ranked
squash team placed fourth in the D- teams played in the A-flight, while
fli g ht of the Team National the next eight played in the B-flight
tournament at Yale last weekend. and so on.
The Mules advanced to the semi"Overall,it was a great weekend.
final round before dropping It was a good chance for some of
matches to Army and Bowdoin to our younger players to see some
finish fourth. The team took a 4-3 excellent squash from the top
lead against Army with just two schools in the country," said Illig.
matches to play. However,needing
Captain Mike Keller '92, the
towinonlyoneofthetworemaining team's top-seeded player; will
matches to reach the final, Colby continue his season at the Individual
was unable to pull out a victory.
Nationals at Vassar College on
In the consolation contest February 28;
against Bowdoin, Colby lost 6-3.
Despite several injuries and
'The loss to Army took a lot out of absences, Colby was able to
us," said Coach John Illig.
maintain a level of play similar tq
The Mules cruised to the semi- last year's team which finished the
final round with wins over Ohio season ranked 24th. With eight
Wesleyan, 84, and Skidmore, 6-3. players returning for next year,the
Pete Hayden '92, the team's MVP, Mules should beoneof thetopsmall
won all four of his matches at the schools in the country.
number two seed,as did DrewSnow
We did slip two spots in the
'95, at eighth seed and Dilan rankings, but that was not bad
Siritunga '93, at second seed. Paul considering that we lost some of
Kim '93, played fourth seed and our top players early in the season,"
won three out of four matches for said IlligO

STAFF WRITER

the team.

What do: Dining Services, the
Alumni Office , Colby Sailing, Colby
in Dijon, Women's Lax, Men's
Rugby,Women's Soccer, Summer
and Specials Programs/Men's Basketball, Men's Hockey, Lovej oy
Commons, Emergency Response,
Colby Ski Team, Drummond Dorm, '•
Colbyettes, and Colby Biking Team
have in common?
They've all come to Joseph's for
their groups' j ackets, sweats, tshirts, caps and other special order
imprinted items.
Dan and Jon ('69) look forward to
working with your group.

IosepiFs

^CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
fic,d
Mai" j St''
n%
453-9756

Mon-Thura. 8. Sat. 0-5
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Remember: always a 10% discount with a Colby I.D. •

Women1s track squashed at
Division III Championships
By Hal Paul
STAFF WRITER
Not everything from the 1992
New England Division III
Championships at Wesleyan - is
worth forgetting for the Colby
women's track team,though when
the winning team compiles HI
points to your team's4, admittedly
you try to put it behind you and
move forward.
However, there were some
unforgettable results from the
championships: a fourth place
finish by the 4 x 800 relay team and
the seventh placefinish of Jen Curtis
'93, in the 55m dash. These are
promising results that the Lady
Mules look to for inspiration as they
ready themselves for the ECACs
March 7 and 8 at Bowdoin.
The competition was tough,
said Coach Deb Aitken. Williams
(111 points), Brandeis (104), Tufts
(101), and Bowdoin (86) were the
top four finishers in a twenty-team
field in which the fifth place team
dropped off to 26 points. Colby
finished in a two-way tie for 16th
place.
The 4 x 800 relay team was a
surprise finisher for the day. The
Colby runners were placed in the

second of the two heat race but the
fine performances of Beth Timm
'95, Polly Sheridan '92, Michelle
Severance '94, and "Julie Eells '92,
gave the Colby quartet a time of
10:07:50. This time was good
enoughtobetter the finishing times
of eight teams from the first heat
and capture fourth place overall.
x "When you're in the second
heat, you usually don't place, but
we were determined and finished
with a better time than teams
grouped in the first," said Eells,
who ran the final leg. "Michelle
Severance had an incredible run
and supplied a real boost to our
relay team." Severance is
recuperating from injuries and has
not been running indoor track this
season.

While Jen Curtis seventh place
finish in her 55-meter heat was
outstanding, she was unfortunate
enough to tie with a Tufts runner
for the eighth and final spot in the
finals. This result necessitated her
competing in a two person run-off.
While she won the right to compete
in the finals, she faced runners who
were more rested and focused.
"It was difficult to maintain
intensity for the finals after having
all eyes on you in a one on one race
directly before," said Curtis. I was
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disappointed but I havea chanceto
come back and place at ECACs."
Aitken was disappointed with
Curtis, believing that "she should
have placed higher than 7th."
Two personal bests were set by
Colby
runners
at
the
championships.Sheridan recorded
a time of 5:12:00 in the 1500-meter
and Timm scored a 3:15:96 in the
1000-meter. Triple jumper Amy
Young '93, was served a
questionable fault by judges on an
attempt that Aitkenbelieveswould
have outdistanced her personal
best. Young's longest jump of the
day was 31'6".
Though the team's schedule had
it traveling to the New England
Championships at Boston
Universitynext weekend,the Lady
Mules will forego that competition
and host a meet against Bates and
Bowdoin instead.
As for the ECACs, the
competition will be as tough if not
tougher than that faced last
weekend at Wesleyan. "We're
really missing a lot and I don't think
you'll see an outstanding . team
finish overall," said Curtis. "We're
not as strong as we were last year in
terms of indoor competition. We
will be much stronger as a team
outdoors."
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Men 's track runs t owards New En glands
By Chris Davenport

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Last weekend the men's indoor
track team travelled to MIT to
compete in the Division III New
England championships. The
White Mules scored seventeen
points, good enough to place 12th
out of a 27-team field.
The day 's events were
highli ghted by captain Tom
Capozza '92/ whose21/3"jumptook
first place, making him the best
DivisionHI leaper in New England.
Len Baker '93,rana personal best of
6.66 seconds in the 55-meter, just
.02 seconds off the school record.
His time earned him the fourth
place spot, as well as the
compliments of Coach Jim
Westcott. "The 55is a short race for
him. Last week at Tufts he had to
get out quickly, and he did very
well there. , It helped him build up
his confidence for this week." Matt
Morrissey '95, placed seventh in
the event.
The distance medley team
comprised of Justi n Wasiclewski
'95, Tuck Evans '95, Terry Meehan
'94, and Jorma Kurry '93, placed
sixth. The 4x4 relay squad of John
Dunbar '95, Zack Nightingale '95,
Mike Miller '92,and Scott Nussbum

'92, seized fifth place. Both squads'
top six finishes earned All-New
England status.
Coach Westcott was satisfied
with the team'stwelfth-place finish.
"That's about where we've been all
year. We lose our middle distance
runners to sports like swimming
and cross-country skiing."
Capozza looks forward to the
spring when the team leaves the
fieldhouse. "We're definitely an
outdoor tea m,"he said. "Turns arc
much tighter indoors. It is tougher
mentally and physically. It tends to
take a lot out of your legs."
Unfortunately Kebba Tolbort '94,
found this out the hard way when
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he pulled a hamstring in the 200meter dash.
The Mules will next try to
redeem their standing at the ECAC
Championships at Bates on March
7H
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Men 's indoor track gearing up for New Englands .
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Women's hockey season
ends in. controversy

Frustration hits
high for Ice Mules
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Colby 's game ended

p hoto by Amy KL Borrell

in a disappointing loss to Bowdoin.
managed to worm its way through the leg
By N oah Learner
pads of Shawn Gager '92, and stop exactly on
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
the goal line.
According to the rule books, for a shot to
Last Friday and Saturday the Colby be considered a goal, the entire puck has to
women's hockey team hosted its annual cross the goal line, which had not happened
invitational tournament, crushing Boston in this case. When the puck took its resting
College 4-1 on Friday, but losing to Bowdoin place on the line the officials whistled the
2-1 on Saturday. The Bowdoin game was a play dead,at which point Colby team stopped
rematch of the February 12 meeting between its play. However, one of Bowdoin's players
the two teams in which the Lady Mules had used this opportunity to stick the puck in
beaten the Polar Bears 6-1.
anyway. The officials didn't notice and the
goal was counted for a 2-1 Bowdoin
a
Colby quickly realized it was playing
d
if
f
e
r en t Bowd oin team th a n the advantage.
much
"It was a very mental game against
pushover squad of nine days before. Though
the Lady Mules dominated the ice and kept Bowdoin," said King. "It was very
the puck in the Bowdoin end for most of the disappointing for the seniors because we're
first period, they were unable to convert their definitely a better team than they are. It was
one of the best games we played."
hard work into points.
44 seconds later the game and the season
change
period
saw
a
complete
The second
were
over, as well as the hockey careers for
of pace with a Bowdoin goal by Helen Payne
with 7:20 left in the period. "They scored after six seniors. The team ended the season with
our turnover deep in our end. It was a tough a record of 9-11, two shy of the pre-season
goal of going .500 this year.
one," said Coach Laura Halldorson.
"It wasa disappointing ending and a very
1-0
until
about
a
remained
The score
emotional
loss," said Heather Hamilton '92.
minute was left in the game, when Elizabeth
Labovitz '94, took a pass from Scottie King "The chance [to reach the Division III
championship game] was possible for the
'93, and netted the tying goal.
Colby's chances still looked bright with a first time in my four years."
"We were a young team thisyear and next
little under 45 seconds left, until controversy
year
we'll have one more year of experience
Carol
Bowdoin's
struck Alfond Arena.
und
er
our belts,but the seniors will be heavily
Thomas came down the left wing with a
breakaway slapshot which somehow missed." said Halldorson. ?

One-hundred and twenty seconds is not a
lot of time to make the play-offs.
The Colby men's hockey team came to
terms with this fact last Friday at Connecticut
College, when a Camel goal tied the game at
4-4 with two minutes left in the final period
and a play-off spot for Colby on the line.
Try as they might, although the White
Mules had been able to fight back from a 3-0
deficit earlier, they were unable to put the
puck in the net over the last two minutes.
Neither team was able to score in overtime.
"It was obviously a good comeback, but
at the end we weren't able to score anymore,"
said Coach Charlie Corey. "Their goalie had
29 saves. He had played very well"
Officially,Colby still could have made the
play-offs after the tie with Conn. College,but
this was unlikely since the Mules would have
had to win their last three games. When they
lost 6-1 to Holy Cross the next day, all hope
for the play-offs was lost.
Nonetheless, Friday 's loss was the
unofficial close to an unfortunate season and
to eight individual careers for the Mules, in
which it seemed as if endless hard work and
enthusiasm were not paid back in full .
"[Friday] was a very emotional night for
the team," said Coach Corey. "The kids
worked very hard, and that's the important
thing. I just wish to hell they could have made
the play-offs."
For a while, the Mules were almost sure
they would make the play-offs,and it seemed
to come as a shock when they didn't. "It was
a disappointing weekend because we needed
both to make the play-offs," said stand-out
defenseman Scott Phillips '92.
"We had the shots but they ...weren't
falling for us,"said Phillips. "When you work
so hard and you don't make the play-offs
because of bad breaks, it 's sort of

disappointing. And it's happened for four
years."
Forward Bill Foster '92, seemed similarly
frustrated. "Obviously it was a big letdown
for us. It was definitely the best team we've
had in four years.We came into [the weekend ]
thi n kin g we'd be in the play-offs, but we
found out differently."
Although the frustration of the seniors is
justified , forward Brian Pompeo '95,wanted
to make clear that the intense efforts of the
upperclassmen should not be overshadowed
by the d isappointmeh t of the weekend. "[The
underclassmen] want to praise the seniors
for their leadership," he said.
Lost somewhat amid the frustration of
the weekend was the performance of center
Derek Bettencourt '92, who scored 31% of the
team's goals (23 of 75) this year,and has now
amassed 115points, which places him eighth
in Colby history.
In addition, Bettencourt has a "legitimate
shot at Ail-American," though this won't be
known until April,according to Coach Corey.
While it would be an individual honor, Corey
feels the team can take pride in such an
award. "I t cert ain ly wou ld be a tribut e to
Derek and the team."
Though the Mules have been bumped
from play-off contention, they do have a
chance to end on a good note with a .500
record. Wins this weekend over St. Anselm's
and Babson may be the only saving grace for
a frustrating season.
"We have eight seniors and I'd like them
to go out on a positive note," said Coach
Corey. "And anyway,I'd like the whole team
to finish as strong as it can."
For the work the players have put in, now
that the play-offs are out of the question,
Corey feels the Mules deserve a strong finish.
It would be hard to disagree. "I'm proud of
what these kids have done,"said Corey."They
tried like hell [for the play-offs], but we still
have a chance to win 10 and be .500. 1 guess
we'd have to be pleased with that/'Q

Hoop Mules pound Beacons for Sweet 16
By T.J. Winick
SPORTS EDITOR

Sporting a 15-game winning streak and
the best record (19-2) in New England , the
men's basketball tea m traveled to Boston last
Saturday nig ht to play UMass-Boston (7-18).
TheWhiteMulesleft Clark Gymnasium with
their winning streak intact, downing the
Beacons 73-60. The highli ght of the evening
camewhcn co-captainJohn Rimas '92,gained
the 1,000th point of his Colby career.
Colby jumped to a quick lead in the first
half , compliments of Rimas (20 points, 5
rebounds), who scored eight of the team's
first 12 points. Meanwhile, fellow co-captain
John Dailcancs '92, currently the nation 's ill
Division III scorer (27.6 ppg.), was struggling.
UMass was play ing aggressive defense on
Dailcanes, consistently double-teaming him
when the Mules were on offense.
"The defense is keying on [Dailcanes], "
said AssistantCoachlohn "Swisher"Mitchell.

V^to by Cina Werlheim
Todd Alexander '92,
going in (or a lay-up during p ractice.
"Everyone knows he's our big scorer and is
trying to shut him down."
"I'm getting used to it," said Dailcanes.
"Teams are putting their best defensive

players on me. I know I'm not always going
to be open, so I just try to help the team in
other ways."
Thanks to the three-point shots of guards
Chip Clark '94 (5 pts, 5 ass.) and Matt Gaudet
'95 (10pts., 7 ass.), Colby enjoyed a 35-29 lead
at the half.
The Mules doubled their lead over UMass
in the first three minutes of the second half.
And with 17:07 left , Rimas got his 999th and
1,000th Colby points on a soft jumpsh ot.
"Rimas' contribution has grown every
year here," said Coach Dick Whitmore,
"We've asked [John] to step outside on
offense, and he's also as good a reboundcr as
there is at this level."
"This is a great team," said Rimas, "It's
got itsown personality, distinguishing it from
other Colby teams I've been on. It 's been alot
of fun. Unlike past years, no one expected us
to be this good."
Dailcancs heated up just in time to thwart
a Beacon run led by James Ward well (11 pts.,
10 robs.) and Raymond Porch (12 points). The

Duke from Dracut made his last five shots,
and finished with 25points (10-20 FGs) and 6
rebounds.
Despitethevalueofhis own performance,
Dailcanes was quick to deflect praise from
himself. "Paul [Butler] has been great all
season setting screens and picks," said
Dailcanes. "He deserves a lot of credit, A lot
of the postitive things he does never show up
on paper."
Butler '93, banged his way to nine points
and eight rebounds, while dishing out five
assists. Sixth man Greg Becker '92, had four
points and two assists for the Mules.
Colby played at Bates last night, and will
close out the regular season on Saturday
ni ght by hosting the Bowdoin Polar Bears.
When asked about the ECACs and
possible home-court advantage throughout,
Rimas responded: "Home-court advantage
is key. Our confidence is obviously greater
[when playing at Col by], To have our fans
behind us is very important. "Q

